
Endoscopy

Endoscopy is a medical procedure that enables the viewing and biopsy of, and surgery on, internal
tissues and organs. Endoscopic examinations are characterized by the introduction of a tube con-
taining a series of lenses into the body through either an incision in the skin or a natural opening or
cavity. During the mid-twentieth century, photographer Lennart Nilsson used endoscopes to cap-
ture the now-familiar images of embryos and fetuses. Examples of endoscopic procedures beyond
embryonic observation include colonoscopy, cystoscopy, neurosurgery, endoscopic sinus surgery,
appendectomy, and many more.
A German urologist, Phillip Bozzini, constructed the first endoscope in 1806. It consisted of concave
mirrors, candlelight, and an open tube, and was intended for viewing of the esophagus, rectum, and
bladder. In the late nineteenth century Jan Mikulicz-Radecki applied Thomas Edison’s invention of
the filament globe to the development of endoscopy. Mikulicz-Radecki created a gastroscope with a
miniature electric globe inside that enabled light to be transmitted within the upper gastrointestinal
tract. Endoscopes were further advanced in 1930 when gynecologist Heinrich Lamm demonstrated
the use of bundled glass fibers as a conduit for a light source even when bent. Prior to the devel-
opment of optical fibers, light was directed from a small light source positioned at the distal end of
the endoscope. Lamm’s discovery marked the beginning of flexible endoscopy.
In 1965 Harold Hopkins, a professor of applied physics in London, worked in conjunction with Ger-
man manufacturer Karl Storz to produce flexible endoscopes that integrated Lamm’s bundled fibers
throughout the tube of the endoscope. Around this same time, Storz built endoscopes specifically as
tools for Lennart Nilsson and his photography. The result was endoscopes with higher-quality res-
olution, contrast, brightness, increased patient comfort, and improved diagnostic ability. Rigid en-
doscopes are generally used for the observation of internal structures that can be reached through
natural openings in the body. These were originally used during diagnostic cystoscopy procedures,
in which the urinary tract and bladder are examined by inserting an endoscope through the urethra.
Both rigid and flexible endoscopes are used in twenty-first-century medical procedures.
Endoscopic procedures cover a wide range of clinical applications. The introduction of chip video
cameras in the late twentieth century allowed video transmission to be observed in real time by
physicians performing endoscopy. Laser surgery on bleeding ulcers is one application of a pro-
cedure made possible through endoscopy. During this surgery, argon laser beams, transmitted
via fiber optics, deliver heat and pressure, which induce coagulation and thus stop the bleeding.
Because endoscopic surgery requires smaller incisions than open surgery, scarring is minimized,
the risk of infection is reduced, and patient discomfort is significantly less than that experienced
with open surgery. Another clinical application of endoscopy is the advancement of colonoscopy.
Colonoscopy uses an endoscope to examine the colon and inspect for polyps, which are sometimes
precancerous. It enables the removal of these polyps with snare-cautery devices and effectively
stops the progression of cancer.
Endoscopy has expanded from a passive method of internal observation to an array of active, practi-
cal medical procedures, and visualization techniques. The advancement of endoscopy photography
and video transmission has allowed for improved methods of teaching, observation, surgery, and
diagnosis.
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